TIMCON WEEKLY INDUSTRY COVID 19 UPDATE:
TIMCON will be providing an industry round up of COVID 19 developments, using originally sourced material and
information gathered from our colleagues at other timber related organisations and bodies to give an overall,
related picture.
Our members are key to keeping the supply chain going and ensuring food and medicines are supplied to the
public in the UK and the Republic of Ireland.
TIMCON is liaising with HM Government and other related bodies and organisations on the situation on the front
line of the timber packaging, pallet and forest-based industry. We would like to hear from you on what issues you
are currently facing to allow us to feed this back to Government.
Contact Stuart Hex at info@timcon.org

You can also find us on LinkedIn where up to date and latest information is posted
daily.
Issue 6 – 12th May 2020
LATEST NEWS: TIMCON ISSUES PRESS RELEASE HIGHLIGHTING COVID 19
PROTOCOL FOR TIMBER PACKAGING INDUSTRY AND URGES FOUR NATIONS
ACTION PLAN ON COVID-19
Following on from TIMCON’s COVID-19 Protocol (SOP) document, (https://www.timcon.org/downloads/TIMCON%20Covid19%20SOP%20Protocol.pdf) and the UK Government’s move to ease the current 'lockdown', TIMCON has issued a press
release (https://www.timcon.org/mediacentre/pressreleases/) highlighting its Covid-19 protocol and urging a UK wide
approach to easing the lockdown (with proper safeguarding of the work environment and social distancing for employees),
with clarification on which sectors can return to work. Even with taking account of regional differences in infections of
COVID-19, more joined up thinking, on for example, the construction industry restarting which currently it is doing in
England, but not in Scotland would help the supply chain and the timber packaging sector. The latest government Guidance

(https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/884171/FINAL_6.663
7_CO_HMG_C19_Recovery_FINAL_110520_v2_WEB__1_.pdf) announced on Sunday 10th May does not apply to the rest
of the UK, with the Scotland Executive, Welsh Government and Northern Ireland Executive having all issued their own.
On the 12th May that guidance has further been expanded by UK Government and TIMCON and welcomes the 'working
safely under covid' (https://www.gov.uk/guidance/working-safely-during-coronavirus-covid-19) guidance which again are
only applicable to England. Having such variation within the UK will be unhelpful for many businesses, particularly those
which operate nationally.

Government update:
ENGLAND:
Prime Minister Boris Johnson addressed the nation on coronavirus. He announced on Sunday 10th May a
"conditional plan" to begin lifting England's coronavirus lockdown. Scotland and Wales have their own powers over
the lockdown and have not lifted measures to the same extent.
Lockdown update: What are the new rules: https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/explainers-52530518
The UK Government (although only applies to England) has published a 50 page action plan for easing the lockdown:
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/884171/FINAL
_6.6637_CO_HMG_C19_Recovery_FINAL_110520_v2_WEB__1_.pdf
“From this week, those with jobs in food production, construction, manufacturing, logistics, distribution, and
scientific research in laboratories should return to the workplace.” People are to avoid public transport and
workplaces to ensure safe operating practices and social distancing in relation to COVID-19. Public transport to run
at 15-20% capacity. Wearing masks in enclosed spaces advised.
The Government have also issued a 50 page document called 'Our plan to rebuild', which sets out the Government's
vision for how the UK will restart both the economy and wider society in a world with COVID-19. It makes clear that
there will be no return to 'normality', and instead sets out the basic timeline and principles, and phased approach for
moving forward.
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/our-plan-to-rebuild-the-uk-governments-covid-19-recoverystrategy/our-plan-to-rebuild-the-uk-governments-covid-19-recovery-strategy
The Government has now also issued guidance for employers entitled ‘Working Safely During Covid’ and there is
specific guidance relating to manufacturing and warehousing applicable to us. TIMCON’s COVID 19 Protocol (SOP)
offers a lot of the detail our industry needs to comply
https://www.gov.uk/guidance/working-safely-during-coronavirus-covid-19
UK furlough scheme extended until end of October
From August, the scheme will continue for all sectors and regions, but with greater flexibility for firms to bring staff
back to work. Under the current scheme furloughed employees cannot work. 7.5million workers are currently on
the scheme.
No detail on how the government support would be wound down, but said there was an expectation that employers

would share the burden of paying 80% of furloughed workers’ wages, meaning staff would not have their incomes
cut.
HSE
HSE has produced two guides to assist businesses in understanding the steps that need to be taken to help manage
the risks of coronavirus in their business. These are not to be used in isolation but it is a good starting point for
businesses to consider what they can do. The guides are available on the following page:
https://www.hse.gov.uk/news/working-safely-during-coronavirus-outbreak.htm

WALES:
Friday 8th May:
First Minister Mark Drakeford has confirmed that the coronavirus lockdown in Wales will be extended for a further
3 weeks, with minor adjustments proposed but maximum caution maintained to ensure the virus does not spread.
Garden centres can reopen.
First Minister of Wales' message to the people of Wales (following Boris Johnsons address on the 10th May)
The Welsh First Minister, Mark Drakeford has provided has stated advice given on the 8th May has not changed
since the British PM’s announcement on Sunday 10th May:






Wherever you can you should stay at home.
If you need to leave home for work, exercise or shopping, you should stay local and stay alert.
Coronavirus has not gone away
The way we behave over the weeks ahead will continue to have a profound impact on our NHS and our
ability to save lives.
If you go out, stay local and stay safe.

Coronavirus announcements pertinent to Wales can be found here:
https://gov.wales/announcements/search?field_policy_areas%5B980%5D=980

NORTHERN IRELAND:
The Northern Ireland Executive has published its five-stage plan today for slowly easing the coronavirus lockdown.
Unlike the recovery plan in the Republic of Ireland, the blueprint for NI does not include projected dates.
Progression will depend on key health criteria being met.
https://www.executiveoffice-ni.gov.uk/news/executive-publishes-coronavirus-recovery-strategy
https://www.gov.ie/en/news/58bc8b-taoiseach-announces-roadmap-for-reopening-society-and-business-and-u/

SCOTLAND:
The First Minister, Nicola Sturgeon has insisted that the lockdown in Scotland will not be changed in line with Mr
Johnson's plan, and reiterated that people should still “stay at home to save lives.”
The message remains - Protect yourself and others:







stay at home
only go outside for essential food, health and work reasons
stay 2 metres (6 feet) away from other people
wash your hands regularly
wash your hands as soon as you get home

To keep up to date on Scottish Government announcements, go to:
https://www.gov.scot/coronavirus-covid-19/

EU: EUROPEAN COMMISSION LAUNCHES SPRING FORECAST 2020:
According to a new forecast released by the European Commission on Wednesday 6th May, the EU will suffer an
annual decline of 7.4%, a contraction that overshadow the worst of the 2009 financial crisis with unemployment
potentially reaching 9%, because of coronavirus. Greece, Italy and Spain face the heaviest hits, forecast to lose 9.4
percent or more of gross domestic product. But all euro countries are in for a contraction of at least the 5.4 percent
predicted for Luxembourg. Germany's forecast is 6.5 percent while France's stands at 8.2 percent.
The euro-area economy should bounce back next year with gross domestic product growing by 6.25 percent, but the
recovery will differ across the single currency union.
UK outlook - Overall, UK GDP is expected to fall by 8¼ % in 2020
UK GDP is expected to fall steeply in the first half of 2020, mostly due to the containment measures the UK
government has implemented to combat the spread of COVID-19, before rebounding into 2021.






Private consumption is expected to fall sharply, before picking up again
investment is expected to take longer to recover, due both to the lasting consequences of COVID-19
and continuing uncertainty about the UK’s future trading relations with the EU.
Net trade is expected to remain a drag on growth.
Unemployment is set to spike in 2020, before easing down in 2021.
Inflation is projected to drop this year before rising in 2021.

As containment measures are eased, private consumption is expected to rebound quickly in the second half of
the year, supported by an expansionary fiscal policy. Business investment is also expected to rebound,
although with uncertainty about the UK’s future trading relations continuing to weigh on investment. Public
consumption is expected to contribute significantly to GDP growth in 2020, while net exports are projected to
weigh on growth.
The forecast is at pains to point out that “Projections for 2021 are based on a purely technical assumption of
status quo in terms of trading relations between the EU and the UK. This is for forecasting purposes only and
has no bearing on the negotiations between the EU and the UK on their future relations. “
https://ec.europa.eu/info/business-economy-euro/economic-performance-and-forecasts/economicforecasts/spring-2020-economic-forecast-deep-and-uneven-recession-uncertain-recovery_en
DEFRA COVID-19 Industry Group:
It was noted that there have been a raft of new announcements over the last few days but the effects of these won’t
be seen until a few weeks from now. The new ‘working safely under covid’ was broadly welcomed, but it was noted
that the four nations are diverging on advice relating to the easing of the lockdown which as stated before is not
helpful. CONFOR highlighted that the different guidances are causing cross-border issues for national companies

whose staff live either side of the England/Scotland border.
Harvesting is picking up, which is stronger in the middle and south of England but slower in Scotland. Feedback from
Confor country groups confirmed this, with a proportion of furloughed staff returning to work. This is being driven by
a gradual returning to work in the sawmilling sector. Reported activity rates are between 50-80% of pre-crisis levels.
Panel board producers and most sawmills are now re-starting or increasing activity levels as construction in England
starts to recommence. Rates are variable across the country, with demand for agricultural and fencing materials still
high. As reported previously, this is likely to upset the current equilibrium in supply and demand. However, stock
levels are high, providing a substantial buffer against shocks.
There are mixed messages about anticipated under or over supply of raw materials, in particular the volumes and
flows of co-products as large saw-mills and panel board manufacturers increase activity.
Next week’s FLS sale (20th May) will be an important indicator of demand and confidence in the sector.
No firm reports of difficulties with haulage, and considerable benefits are arising from lower fuel prices. However,
imbalances in economic activity between Scotland and England are causing cost pressures due to the lack of return
loads.
Signs of a return of recycled wood into the market which all sides of the timber industry would welcome.
It was noted that rather than the risks reported in previous weeks subsiding, there are different risks coming to the
fore as the industry is out of sync, and it remains to be seen how this will play out when we approach anywhere near
to the 90%-100% activity in the next months or so. Aside from supply, there may be issues around worker
availability either through self isolation, transportation and/or childcare issues as well as workforce confidence in the
safety of their environment and consequent appetite to work. We need to see how companies as well as the general
public respond following the Prime Ministers’ announcement on Sunday 10th May and subsequent clarifications.
TIMCON highlighted that some timber packaging companies do not yet have a handle on how social distancing will
affect their output – whether they can meet demand by reducing manufacturing lines and their staff (on furlough).
Following the governments’ announcements over the last few days, the next two weeks are likely to be more volatile
across all sectors, as businesses attempt to re-start in some areas, and the impact of the relaxation of lockdown on
infection rates plays out.

Other information


The TTF reports that the IHS Markit/CIPS UK Construction PMI plunged to 8.2 in April 2020 from 39.3
in the previous month and well below market expectations of 22.2.
The latest reading pointed to the steepest pace of contraction in the sector since data were first collected in
April 1997, led by record declines in house building, commercial activity and civil engineering works, on
complete stoppages of activity on site due to the coronavirus pandemic. New business volumes fell the most on
record and employment dropped sharply, with employees often placed on furlough until work on site could
recommence with social distancing measures. Meanwhile, the latest lengthening of average lead times for the
delivery of construction products and materials was by far the steepest since the survey began in April 1997.
More info: https://tradingeconomics.com/united-kingdom/construction-pmi

TTF Head of Technical and Trade, Nick Boulton, has been working through the plan to extract specific advice for
the timber industry: https://ttf.co.uk/helping-companies-stay-covid-19-secure-in-england/


BARBOUR ABI - COVID-19 Construction Update 7th May:
Over the course of this week Barbour Abi have observed significant increases in construction projects open or
returning to site. Delayed projects have also started to decrease significantly. We expect further increases in
projects open or restarting and drops in delayed projects over the next few weeks as more companies return to
site.
Evidence of construction activity
Construction professionals’ thoughts remain fixed on supply chain constraints and the difficulties returning to
work. There also appears to be a growing concern about the future: this week we have collected a small number
of views on the weakness of the forward-looking pipeline.
There is concern that new work is being deferred, contracts are being cancelled and order books are worryingly
low. On-site productivity remains a big issue with estimates of reduced on-site productivity. The shortages in
building materials remain apparent. For most companies it remains the largest issue they face at the current
time.
https://www.barbour-abi.com/coronavirus-updates/covid-19-construction-update-7th-may-2020/



The Federation of Master Builders (FMB)
Among workers already operating onsite, one in five said work was going ahead without the correct level of PPE
being available. FMB chief executive Brian Berry said: “Builders have been calling for clear direction from the
government and the prime minister has now made it clear that he wants a return to work.
“However, the virus remains a very real risk that needs to be effectively managed. More clarity is needed about
the provision of PPE to ensure that all workers that need it can get it.”
https://www.constructionnews.co.uk/health-and-safety/call-for-clarity-on-ppe-after-return-to-work-instruction11-05-2020/



Construction Industry Federation
Construction industry faces challenges in rebuilding Ireland post-Covid




Construction professionals expect it to take 12 months at least before the industry to return to prepandemic levels.
71% of the construction industry are very concerned at the impact of the pandemic.
93% says pandemic is impacting revenues, 67% have been forced to lay off staff on a permanent or
temporary basis

The largest impact expected is on the turnover, cashflow and logistics of the industry.
According to the CIF, the Irish construction industry is unique in being the only construction industry in the EU
completely shutdown due to Covid-19. A CIF survey shows how challenged the industry will be to remobilise the
industry after sites reopen on May 18th with many companies expecting to be operating at a sub-optimally for
at least 12 months.

Note: Under the Irish Government’s plan of action announced last week, the construction industry is set to start
up again in the next 7 days.
To read more go to: https://cif.ie/2020/05/11/industry-expected-to-take-12-months-to-recover/



FEFPEB
THE EUROPEAN ROADMAP TO LIFTING COVID-19 CONTAINMENT MEASURES
Lifting of the COVID-19 restriction measures 4 – 18 May 2020
Following the publication of a European Roadmap further information and advice has been put forward by the
European Commission.
The coronavirus pandemic has claimed thousands of lives and put health systems under enormous strain. The
Commission’s immediate priority is fighting the virus and mitigating the socio-economic consequences of the
pandemic. At the same time, we must start looking ahead so that Member States can gradually lift their
containment measures, with a view to entering the recovery phase and revitalising our societies and economy.
While there is no one-size-fits-all approach to a gradual, science-based and effective lifting of containment
measures, a highly coordinated way forward is a matter of common European interest. Timing is essential and
accompanying measures to phase-out confinement are required.
Go to this link: https://ec.europa.eu/info/live-work-travel-eu/health/coronavirus-response/european-roadmaplifting-coronavirus-containment-measures_en and find an updated graphic on the lifting of the restriction
measures from 4-18 May 2020, as it stands now.
GENERAL SITUATION PER WOOD PACKAGING MATERIAL CATEGORY
The overall picture did not change very much during the last weeks.
Pallets





Expectations for May-June 2020 less positive, but production level maintained on acceptable level, except in
countries with a total lockdown
Customers are to complete the building up of their stocks
Repair sector suffers due to less volume of pallets supplied
Pallet pools are still ordering more new pallets

Industrial Packaging




Depending on the sector order books still downwards
The warehouses are packed with goods but transport (shipment) disrupted
The re-opening of important customer markets might improve the situation slowly

Light-Weight Packaging


The demand for crates and small boxes is good, the agricultural seasonal activities are favourable to this
situation
For more information and ADDITIONAL UPDATES ON THE ACTUAL SITUATION IN THE EUROPEAN COUNTRIES,

go to: https://www.fefpeb.eu/news/fefpeb-newsletter-covid-19-state-of-affairs-8-may-2020

CURRENT INDUSTRY SITUATION AS OF 12th MAY 2020:
All key sectors are again reporting a ‘steady’ week, with the equilibrium reported last week being sustained, and scattered
signs of increasing activity in the retail and processing sectors.
The anticipated return of construction activity in England is stimulating positive change throughout the supply chain for
all wood products.
There are clear signs of increasing activity in sawmilling and panel board manufacturing with all large premises either
operating partially or signalling imminent re-starting.
The gradual improvement reported last week has continued, with notable growth in demand for pallets for
construction materials.
Many businesses in the pallet sector have been able to adopt safe working practices without major impacts on
productivity at current levels of demand.
Wood supply is not currently an issue, and additional volumes can be supplied from Ireland if needed.
Preparedness for Brexit and ISPM 15 compliance remains the major strategic concern for the future of the UK pallet
sector.

